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the affirmative by him. Dr. Hays expressed regret that any

misunderstanding should have occurred as to what was said,

but it was natural!}^ accounted for by the fact that an old

desk, which had been used by the late Mr. Phillips when

Librarian, had been recently assigned to one of the mem-
bers of the Societ}^ for the custody of his papers. Finding

this facsimile of the copy of the Declaration of Independence

in one of th*=i drawers, he assumed that it should be handed

to the Curators, to be deposited in the Cabinet, instead of to

the Librarian. This difference of opinion as to the proper

disposition of the paper had led to the original discussion of

which a brief abstract was given in the minute referred to.

The rough minutes were then read, and the Societ}^ was

adjourned by the presiding officer.
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Introductory.

In mapping the areas of American aboriginal languages there is

a vast region in South America which has been peculiarly perplex-

ing, and in several respects so remains.
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This is that which is vaguely known as El Gran Chaco, or the

Great Hunting Ground. It lies in northern Argentina and eastern

Bolivia, between latitude i8° and 32° south, and longitude 58° and

66° west from Greenwich. It covers an area about as great in

extent as from Pittsburg to the Mississippi and from Chicago to

the Gulf of Mexico.^

On the east, the valley of the Rio Parana and Rio Paraguay,

which are the extensions of the Rio de la Plata, and on the west

the lofty elevations of the Andes, are its well-marked boundaries.

Between them the surface is usually level and intersected by numer-

ous streams, the three most important of which, the Pilcomayo, the

Vermejo and the Salado, flow from the Andes southeastward in

almost parallel lines.

The climate is hot and the vegetation tropical. During the

rainy season the flat, grassy lands are transformed into shallow

lakes, while near the watercourses rise dense and lofty forests. In

the north are arid and sterile highlands.

Except by the water-ways it is almost impossible to traverse the

country, and for that reason extensive tracts of it are still unex-

plored.

The native tribes who inhabited this region have always been in

the lowest stages of culture, depending on hunting and fishing for

their subsistence, without settled abodes, migratory and in cease-

less warfare with each other. The self-sacrificing efforts of the

Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries have at times succeeded in gath-

ering a few hundred together about some mission, only to be dis-

persed again on some slight cause. Thus, some years ago, in the

middle of the night, the whole of the tribe of Penoquiquias, which

had been converted and induced to take up a fixed abode, suddenly

disappeared, and were never seen again (Cardus, i, p. 272).

Recent Contributions to the Linguistics of the Chaco.

In my volume on the linguistic classification of the American

race, published in 1891, I divided the tribes of the Chaco into four

principal linguistic stocks, the Guaycuru, the Mataco, the Vilela

1 Boggiani (i,p. 10) puts the maximum length of the Chaco at 830 geographical

miles, and its greatest width at 360 miles.

For this and other references in the text see the Bibliographic Note at the close

of this article.
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and the Payagua/ Since then a number of contributions to the

subject and several ethnographic maps of parts of the region have

been furnished by J. B. Ambrosetti, J. de Brettes, Guido Boggiani,

Dr. G. A. Colini, Giovanni Pelleschi, Samuel A. Lafone Quevedo,

and others, and some unpublished manuscripts of early date have

seen the light in print, the titles of which are given in the biblio-

graphic note at the close of this paper. j\Iy present intention is

to offer a summary of their results in the linguistic ethnography of

the Chaco region, as depicted in the revised chart which I have

prepared, and to present some suggestions for the correct classifica-

tion of tribes of still uncertain affinities.

The writer to whomwe owe most is Mr. S. A. Lafone Quevedo.

He has edited the manuscripts of Tavolini, Brigniel, Barcena and

others, and contributed numerous articles of his own, and deserves

the highest credit for his zeal and accuracy.

He entertains, however, certain linguistic theories which would

with difficulty find general acceptance, and which expose some of

his reasonings to serious question.

Thus, he maintains that there is a fundamental difference between

what he calls the ''Atlantic" type of languages and the '' Pacific"

or ''Andean," based upon the trait that the latter suffix the pronom-

inal particles while the former prefix them.

This, as a mere matter of placement, is of minor importance. For

example, the Latin has the pronominal indications suffixed to the

verbal root ; but the neo-Latin tongues without exception prefix them.

In America, the dialects of the Zoque-]Mixe stock differ entirely

among themselves in this respect, though closely allied in others.

-

He himself acknowledges (x, p. 23) that the dialects of the

Guaycuru stock are by no means a unit in this feature, some prefix-

ing and others suffixing the pronominal particles.

His general classification is

:

ANDEANTYPE (SUFFIXES). ATLANTIC TYPE (PREFIXES).

Araucanian, Tupi-Guarani,

Aymara, jMataco,

Quechua, Guaycuru.

Lule, "^

Vilela.

"^The American Race. A Linguistic Classification and Ethnographic

Description of the Native Tribes of North and Sonth America, pp. 392 (New
York, 1 89 1).

2 Raoul de la Grasserie, Langtie Zoque ct Langue Mixe, Introduction fParis,

1898).
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Yet in some passages (xi, p. xliii) he dismisses the criterion of

the affixes, and in maintaining the affinity of Quechua and Guaycuru

says their contrast in this respect is unimportant

!

I do not question the general value of pronominal pre-position

and post-position; but it is not sufficiently fundamental to be

adopted as a single criterion for classification/

Another feature to which Mr. Lafone Quevedo has given close

study is the permutation of sounds in these tongues. Undoubtedly

he has here shown regular and frequent changes between the dia-

lects. But there will be few to follow him in such an equation as :

coz= hoz= hti = hy ^y (Tavolini, i, App., p. 26).

With such liberty, any two words could be brought into genetic

relation.

This laxity of method naturally leads him to assert linguistic

affinities between all stocks ; these he claims the Guaycuru has with

the Guarani, the Mataco with the Carib, and all with the Arawack

(L. Q., ii, pp. 56, 58).

Such conclusions are regretable, and it were to be desired that

students of American languages should be as cautious in asserting

analogies as are the leading scholars in the Aryan and Semitic fields.

The Mataco Linguistic Stock.

The lincruistic studv of the tribes of this vast area has had the

usual effect of constantly reducing the number of its linguistic

stocks by recognizing as dialects what earlier observers believed to

be independent languages. To this result, I shall also contribute

somewhat in the present article.

It has been long recognized that most of the Chaco region was

occupied at the discovery by two great groups of related idioms.

One of these was central, extending in unbroken continuity

from the river Paraguay to the foothills of the Andes, and from

S. lat. 21° to 26^. This was the Mataco stock, so called from its

central and principal tribe."- It is noticeable that all its members

1 Prof. Friederich Miiller observes that while there are a number of suffix-lan-

guages, there is, in fact, no example of a true prefix-language, <' da neben ihr

immer die Suffix-Bildung zur Anwendung kommt " (^Grtindriss der Sprachivis

sei7schaft,'Qd. i,p. 129). This illustrates how uncertain such a criterion must be.

Prof. Hovelacque remarks that linguistically the position of the pronominal affix

*'n'a aucune importance " (Ztz Linguistiqice, p. 174.)

2 The Matacos refer to themselves as vicqiiii -=1 viri, men.
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reside in contiguity, as if driven together by outer pressure on all

sides. This would give probability to the opinion that they are

the oldest surviving inhabitants of the Chaco.

The dialectic variations in the stock may be seen in the follow-

ing comparisons :^

Mataco Dialects.

MAN.
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that it is of a very ancient type, and, apart from a certain number
of borrowed words, is a wholly independent stock.

The Guaycuru Stock.

The second stock has received the name Guaycuru, a Tupi word
meaning "fast runners."^ Mr. Lafone Quevedo does not acknowl-

edge a fundamental distinction between this and the preceding

group of tongues,- but the evidence seems to me insufficient to

blend them in one.

They almost surrounded the Matacos on three sides, the south,

east and north, and extended on the eastern bank of the river Para-

guay as far as S. lat. 19° 30' into the Brazilian province of Mato
Grosso. In the south they roved as far as to 33° lat. south,

where they were in contact with the Pampean tribes.

One of their most redoubtable members were the Tobas, called

by the Spanish Frentones or Frontones, from their habit of shaving

the forehead. In modern times they have occupied the shores of

the lower Pilcomayo, and have been reported at various localities

along its banks quite up to its rapids (Cardus, i ; Thouar, i).* The
Pilagas are a closely related horde.

The large majority of this stock lived west of the great river;

but in tlie south the Abipones and Mepones were found in the last

century east of the river about lat. 28°; and in the north all the

left bank, from Fort Coimbra to Puerto Casado, was peopled by

tribes of the Guaycuru stock, locally known as Quetiadegodis or

Uettiadiu, and Eyiguayegis or Eggiudgeg, the modern Mbayas and

Caduveos (Boggiani, iv, p. 171).

The dialectic variations in this stock may be seen in the sub-

joined table.

1 Lafone Quevedo considers this word a diminutive from the root ai, rogue ^

but I think that von Martins is right in considering it composed of atd or guatd,

to go ; curitei, quickly ; tiara, men. Some writers have objected to the use of

this collective name for the stock on the ground that it is a common noun, and

does not apply to a single nation. The same objection would be applicable to

many nomitia gentilia in common use [e. g. Aryans, Semites) and is therefore a

needless criticism. There are reasons why it is not desirable to choose the name
of a single tribe for the whole stock.

2" El grupo iSIataco es una subclase mas del gran grupo Guaycuru." {^Bol.

Inst. Geog. Argentiu, 1894, p. 518.)

^ M. Thouar (1, pp. 419-421) gives vocabularies of the Toba on the lower

and on the upper Pilcomayo.
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Guaycw'ic Dialects.
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8000 of them have been converted to Christianity by the mis-

sionaries, one of whom, Father A. M. Corrado, published some

years since a book of devotion in the tongue.^

The difference of its vocables from the foregoing is seen in the

following examples

:

Man, aba. Eye, exa.

Woman, ciina. Ear, inanvi.

Sun, ctiarasi. Nose, inapongtia.

Moon, yasi, yiiai. Hand, ypo.

Fire, tata. Foot, ypul.

Water, i. House, oga.

Head, fiaca.

The name Chiriguanos is supposed to be a term of contempt

applied to them by the Quechuas (= esticrcol frio). They call

themselves ^^<:?, "men."
One of their branches, the Tapiis or Tapietes, extend as far south

as the Pilcomayo, and in scattered bands nearly to the R. Paraguay

(Card us, i, p. 269). Their name is given them as a term of con-

tempt by the Chiriguanos, because they go quite naked. It signifies

the male or female genitalia (Tupi, tap'i)." For the same reason

they are called Tirumbae, "naked men." M. Thouar found their

westernmost village at Yagaigua, longitude 65° (Thouar, i, p. 305).

They wear the tembeta, and are friendly {id., p. "^"^^y).

The Guaranocas, one of their branches, inhabit the " Chaco de

Antonio," within the territory of Bolivia.^ The Yanaiguas, the Pal-

mares and the Sirionas (on the Rio Peray) are other branches (Car-

dus, i, p. 272).

At the time of the discovery this stock occupied much of the east

of the map, extending along the left bank of the Rio Paraguay

from about latitude 23° to 30° and below."* Here they bore the

names Cainguas and Guayanas, up the river, and Caracaraes and

^ Catecismo de la Doctrina Cristiana en Leiigua C/iirigttana (Sucre, 187 1),

A short grammatical outline of the dialect is given in the work El Colegio

Franciscano de Tarija y sus Misio7ies, pp. 523-526.

2 It is also applied to the Chaneses of the foothills (Cardus, i, p. 250), Another

derivation of it is from tapiii, something bought, = a slave, Tarija y sus

Misiones, p. 54.

3 F. de Oliveira Cesar, Viaje al Oriente de Bolivia, p. 77 (Buenos Aires,

1891).

* Dr. Paul Ehrenreich, " Ethnographische Karte von Brasilien," in Petermann's

Miitheilujtgen, 1891.
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Ubeguas, near its mouth. ^ Whether the Caaiguas of Charlevoix

are the same as the Cainguas is uncertain. Dr. Ehrenreich sup-

poses them the older representatives of the modern Guayakis, a

tribe near the middle Parana, who are extremely wild and timid.

We have no sufficient knowledge of their tongue to identify the

stock to which they belong."

The modern Cainguas live on the upper Parana. Their customs

and dialects have been thoroughly studied by Ambrosetti, who gives

an ample and accurate vocabulary (Ambrosetti, ii and iii). The
assertion of some writers that they have a tongue peculiar to them-

selves has not proved correct. They are divided into three sub-

tribes.

Apuitere.

Baaberd, or Baiicnlas.

Chiripa.

There are, however, but unimportant differences in the dialects.

The Samucu Stock.

In the northeast corner of the map, longitude 58°, latitude 20°,

on the right bank of the river Paraguay, dwell the Chamocos or

Chiamococos. They have been especially studied by Boggiani,

whose monograph upon them presents excellent ethnographic and

linguistic material.

He claimed them (i, p. 23) to be an independent stock, and

denied {id., p. 19) that they are linguistically related to the Samu-

cus or Zamucos described by Father Azara and the traveler D'Or-

bigny.

Dr. Karl von den Steinen, in whose hands is a MS. grammar of

the Samucu, has shown, however, by a comparison of twenty words

that there is a decided lexical similarity between the two, and that

this also extends to grammatic forms.

^

^ See D'Orbigny, VHommeAijiericaiii, Tom. ii, p. 270, whose statement has

not been impugned by subsequent writers.

2 Dr. Ehrenreich, on the strength of one or two words, inclines to the opinion

that they are Ges (my Tapuyas). See his article in Globus, January, 1898, p. 73.

3 His article is published in Globus, for May, 1895 (^^- Ixxvii, No. 21). In

the American Race, p. 301, I have given twelve subtribes of the Samucu stock

and a short vocabulary. Cardus (i, p. 327) calls it " Zamuca," and prints a

vocabulary of twenty-three words.
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Comparison
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MOON,

1. Cham., sciagurzigu.

2. Ancle., cashiri ; Goajiro, kashi ; Manao; ghairy.

FIRE.

1. Cham., dnigu ; Sam.,^toc.

2. 'Sloxos., yuczt ; ^zxiVQ, hioke.

WATER.

1. Cham.., nio ; '^am.,yot.

2. Antis., nia ; Baure., hina,

HEAD.

1. Cham.., ac/m ; Sam., yatodo.

2. h.niiQ..,ito, buto ; \}a\\\\xma, b a -it a ; l^ayana, toc/e.

EAR.

1. Cham., a-dnj'i, a-auu ; Sam., y ago?' o/ze,

2. Guana, guai-haino.

EYE.

1. Cham., iddi, illi ; Savi\., yede, yedoi.

2. Baniva, iti ; Barre, Hi; Mariate, mi-doi ; Parisi, nii-duro.

MOUTH.

1. Cham., aciho ; Sam., yago-7'one.

2. Guana, ba/io ; Moxo., nu-jaca ; Atorai, otaghu.

TONGUE.

1. Chaxti., ante ; Saxtv.,archo {^\.^.

2. Mai pure, are.

TOOTH.

1. Cham., a-potachae.

2. Uainuma, cihai, aei ; Ande., ai ; Passe, <?^/ Guana, onhai.

HAND.

1. Cham., urn /ui ; Sam., iinanaetio.

2. Chontaquero, huaniianuta ; Guana, iion-hhm ; Layana, inenien ; Peris,,

uemeyonota.

FOOT.

1. Cham., idili ; Sam., zVzV.

2. hii&Q., gtiilo ; Ara'^'aV, iiktitti ; Jabaana, zVz.

HAIR.

1. Cham., cachieha.

2. Ande., itghi, eihi ; Araicu, Manao, itschy ; Baure, ichi.

TO SLEEP.

1. Cham., ti'tghemo.

2. Moxo,, Via\xxit,ni-}noco ; Ande., maye.
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The personal and possessive pronouns in the Chiamococo are as

follows :

(inseparable prefix).I,
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the Morotocos.^ Muratori adds that it was one of the three native

languages officially taught in the Paraguay missions."

The Ennima Stock.

Since the publication of my AmeiHcan Race, a new linguistic

stock has been discovered in the Chaco region. The first vocabu-

lary of it was published by M. de Brettes, in 1892, containing

about 130 words collected in 1887.' In the same year a posthu-

mous work by Senor Juan de Cominges was printed in Buenos

Aires, containing a list collected in 1879; ^^^^ i^ ^^95? Senor

Guido Boggiani published in Romea careful collection of terms he

had formed in 1889, republishing the vocabulary of Cominges, but

apparently not being aware of that of de Brettes.^ This last differs

notably from the others, introducing various Samucu and Guaycuru

terms, but well representing the groundwork of the tongue.

The name first given to this stock was Guana. This is a common
noun in the Tupi-Guarani language, a term of respect, something

equivalent to " fine " or ''learned people,"^ and was applied by

them to various nations whose cultural condition impressed them

favorably. Later Sr. Boggiani has proposed the more acceptable

term Ennima, a designation applied to them by their neighbors to

the north and which may as well be adopted.^

The location of the stock is on the right bank of the Para-

guay, 21° 30' to 23° and westward nearly to the Bolivian line.

Boggiani includes in it the tribes known as Guanas, Sanapanas,

Sapuquis, Angaites and "Lenguas." To these must be added

the Machicuys and the Chaco tribes mentioned by de Brettes

as speaking "Guana," the Neenssemakas, the Kamananghas and

the Banghis.

Hervas located the Machicuys on a branch of the Rio Pilcomayo

in the centre of the Chaco. They numbered about 1200 warriors

'^Relacion historial de los Indios Chiquitos, pp. 316, 371, 394.

"^ II Cristianesifuo felice nel Paraguay, y^. 132. The others were that of the

*' Guananis " (Guarani) and of the Chiquitos.

^ Mallat de Eassilan, VAmcrique Inconnue, Appendix.

^Reale Academia dei Lincei, Roma, 1895.

^ " Edles Volk," "die Gelehrten," Martins, Ethnog. ttnd Sprachenkunde,V>di.

ii, pp. 172, 788. An abbreviation of Guayana.

^See Boggiani, "Etnografia del alto Paraguay," in Boletin del Instituto Geo-

grafico Argentina, 1898, p. ii.
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and were divided into nineteen subtribes. Their language was

consonantal, nasal and guttural. The names of the subtribes were

of formidable length, as

:

Guiabamaebnayesma.

Guiguailyeguaypon.

Ycteaguayefiene.

Sanguotaiyamoctoc.

They were characterized by wearing the barbote or labret, and

were tall and warlike.

About 1862, Demersay found them it^ in number, located at the

Quartel del Cerrito, five leagues from Asuncion, and obtained from

them the vocabulary mentioned below.

^

Father Azara asserted that the Machicuys spoke a tongue of their

own; but D'Orbigny insisted that they were closely related to the

Tobas, and hence belonged in the Guaycuru stock. He observes :

''The termination in their tongue of ith, ac and op prove this

beyond contradiction."^

M. Demersay, in his Histoire du Paraguay (i860), gives a short

vocabulary of the " Machicuy " as follows :

1. Eyes, hartec, 4. Thigh, hehihohoc.

2. Feet, hemenec. 5. Tobacco, heqtiena.

3. Fingers, heptehec. 6. Fire, tahasla.

7. Yes, tahase.

Lafone Quevedo remarks of this (Tavolini, i, App., p. 19) that

he has found no affinities in these words to the Abipon except in

one (No. 3).

A comparison even of these few terms indicates, however, that

they are not from the Guaycuru stock, but belong with the Ennima,

as:
MACHICUY. GUANA.

Eyes, h-artec, gni-actec.

Feet, /ie??ienec, hemmenec.

Fingers, he-ptehec, pehec.

Tobacco, he-quena, henna, tenna.

Fire, tahasla, tata.

Another proof is the terminal c {ec, oc), which is doubtless a pro-

^Le Tottr du Monde, Vol. iv, pp. 108, in.

^ VHommeAmericain, Toms ii, p. 94.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXXVII. 158. M, PRINTED DEC. 14, 1898.
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nominal suffix, and which appears also in one of the tribal names of

the Machicuy given by Hervas. This relationship has been accepted

by Boggiani (v).

No connection of this with any other tongue has yet been shown.

There are a few similarities to the Tsoneca of Patagonia, but not

sufficient to establish a relationship.^
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EAR.

Guana, guaihaiuo,

Layana, ghehena^

Aravvack dialects, ;^«aw«z,

TOOTH.

Guana, onhai,

Layana, onhe^

Arawack dialects, ««-<7^, 7i-ai,

MOUTH.
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ppillccopichiu, which signifies a certain mountain bird highly

esteemed for its beautiful plumage/

These facts leave no reasonable doubt that this tribe was of the

Quechuan stock.

The Juris (Quechua, suri^ ostrich^) had their habitations in the

foothills about S. latitude 27° (''near the sierra of Anconquija,"

Lafone Quevedo). They are classed by D'Orbigny and Waitz

among the Guaranis, but Lafone Quevedo believes they spoke a dia-

lect of the Chaco. I included them {^American Race, p. 316)

among the Lule-Vilelas, from their location, but believe that it is

somewhat probable that they belonged to the Quechua stock.

The Lule Stock.

In my former classification of the Chaco tongues I placed the

Lule (of Machoni) and the Vilela under one group. ^ This has in a

measure been substantiated by Lafone Quevedo, though he be-

lieves the latter to be more of a jargon {mezcld) of a number of

tongues.^

This is, indeed, probable, as from their wandering habits Pel-

leschi calls them "the Jews of the Chaco." For this reason some

have included them with the Matacos. There are lexical analogies,

but the pronouns and the method of affixing them differ, the Vilela

suffixing the possessive.

For the present, it seems necessary to leave them together and

separate from others. But the Tonocotes whom I grouped with

them are no doubt Matacos, the term being a corruption of Noctenes

or Ocieneei, modifications of their own name JIuenneyei, '' Men "

(Thouar, i, p. 56).

Groups of Uncertain Affinities.

The above-mentioned eight stocks are clearly recognized, there

being sufficient linguistic material to distinguish and classify them.

1 Historia Provincice ParaquaricB, Lib. ii, cap. 7.

2 Suri was also the general name given by the Quechuas to the Province of

Tucuman ; so it would have no ethnic significance applied to a tribe.

3 The American Race, p. 316.

* «' Se ha podido establecer el hecho que (la Vilela) tiene bastante afinidad

con el Lule de Machoni" (ii, p. 40). On the Lules of Barcena see under

Cacanas. Elsewhere Lafone Quevedo says, " Vilela, 6 Chulupi ^0 Chunupi es

un co-dialecto del Lule de Machoni" [Boletin del Inst. Geog. Argent., 1894, p-

520).
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But there remain a number of tribes about whom there are much
confusion and uncertainty. In some instances the same name has

been applied to groups speaking radically distinct languages, and

the identity of the name has led authors to suppose them of one

origin. I shall mention some of the more prominent examples and

attempt to diminish the difficulties which they present.

The Lenguas (Timbues).

Few tribes have contributed more to the confusion of the eth-

nography of the Chaco region than those known as the Lenguas.

Dr. Colini (i, pp. 291, 292) inserts a long note upon them, but it fails

to clear up the obscurity about them, or to reconcile the contra-

dictory statements of authors.

These contradictions are materially lessened when we learn that

the Spanish term lenguas tongue, was applied indiscriminately by

the early colonists to any tribe who had the custom of inserting a

labret, barbate, in the lower lip, causing it to project and resemble

an outstretched tongue.^ It has, therefore, no signification as a

proper name.

In the Tupi-Guarani tongue this ornament is called tembeta, from

iembe, the lower lip.^ This explains the name applied to various

tribes, Timbues, or Timbois. It is in signification the same as

Lengua, and refers to the same use of the labret ornament.^

Neither Lengua nor Timbue, therefore, is a nomen gentile. This

is evident from the discrepancies of authors about their locations

and amply explains those discrepancies.

Father Azara describes them as a subtribe of the Abipons, and

in entire conformity with this D'Orbigny* found them in 1828 living

about latitude 27°, longitude 62°, in the midst of the territory of

1 A good illustration of its use is shown in the portrait of a Suya in Von
den Steinen's Durch Cejzlral Brasilien, p. 204. Another form is where a labret

several inches in length was thrust outward and downward through the lower

lip.

2 Ruiz de Montoya, Vocabulario de la Lengua Tupi, s. v,

3 Not to the perforation of the nose, the nariz horadada, as Lafone Quevedo

states (ix, p. 4). The tef?ibefa is the sign of virility and probably a personal

and totemic sign of life. When a warrior is killed in battle his slayer carries off

the tembeta from his lip and presents it to his own wife (Thouar, i, p. 51). It

is made of wood or metal, and varies in diameter.

*D'Orbigny, L" Homiyie Anicricain, Vol. ii, pp. 116, 120, 121.
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that tribe. He thought their language differed ''quant au fond,"

but apparently did not examine it closely, and considered them of

the same stock. This means simply that some of the Abipons

wore the labret.

Another tribe of Lenguas lived and still live on the right bank

of the river Paraguay, about latitude 21°. They wear the labret,

and have been recently visited by several travelers. Some of

these speak a Guaycuru dialect, according to Boggiani and Colini,

though Cardus reports authority that some are Guaranis. Possibly

two tribes residing in the same region, though of diverse stocks,

may wear the tembeta.

Further down stream, in the angle of the R. Paraguay and

R. Pilcomayo near Asuncion, is another group of Lenguas. Mr.

Lafone Quevedo states that they belong to the Mataco (Enimaga)

stock ; and this is confirmed by their numerals quoted by Father

Cardus, as the following comparison illustrates

:
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Some of the Chiquitos were certainly called Lenguas. Father

Fernandez mentions a tribe so named, speaking Chiquito, who
dwelt near Lake Nengetures, thirty leagues from the Rio Piray.^

A horde of the '' Payaguas " (about latitude 27°, longitude

58°) seems also to have received the name Lenguas; as a " Len-

gua " vocabulary collected by Cervifio has been shown by Lafone

Quevedo to be really Payagua, that is, Guaycuru (Tavolini i, App.,

p. 21). Doubtless they, too, made use of the labret, (see also

Lafone Quevedo, xi, p. xxix).

From the above it is evident that neither of the names ''Len-

guas " or *'Timbues " has any ethnic significance and they cause

confusion ; so I have omitted them from the map.- Believing the

so-called Lenguas between the Pilcomayo and the Paraguay to be

or to have been Matacos, I extend that stock to the latter river,

differing in this from the map of Pelleschi.

The Chanas (Chanases).

This is another general term which has led to ethnographic

errors. It is a Tupi word compounded of ane, blood relation, with

the pronominal prefix, che, my, = my relations.

Cardus, on his map, has correctly placed one of the tribes so

named about latitude 22°, longitude 65°, south of the Cliiriguanos,

to whom they are affined, both being of Tupi blood.

D'Orbigny located an early nation of this name ''on the island

of the Uruguay, opposite the mouth of the Rio Negro. "^

Lafone Quevedo has recently devoted an article to the latter

horde (ix). He places them on the mainland, latitude 34°, longi-

tude 59°. He also offers some interesting specimens of their

language from the MSS. of Father Larranaga. It appears to be

morphologically related to the eastern Chaco tongues, but the in-

formation about it is too slight to be decisive. It shows clearly,

however, that these " Chanas " were not relations of the Tupis.

Other Chaneses are located by Thouar on his map of the R.

Pilcomayo, on that river about longitude 64°, latitude 22' 30°.

1 Relacion hisiorial, p. 158.

^"Orejones," "Big-Eared," is another descriptive term applied by the

Spaniards to any tribe who expanded the lobes of the ears by artificial means.

It also has no ethnic significance.

3 L^ HommeAmericam, Tome, ii, p. 84.
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These must have been a band of the Chiriguanos who have recently

wandered there.

The Ara-chanes {uara-che-ana, '' men our cousins "), located by

early writers on the Paraguay about south latitude 3o°-3i°, were

obviously a Guarani horde. Ameghino quotes authorities to show

that there were ''reductions " of Chanas who were pure Guaranis

on the Rio Carcaranal and the Rio Arecife.^

In spite of the identity in appearance and language of the

Chaneses among the Chiriguanos, there is a tradition that they are

of a different stock, all their adults having been slain and the

children adopted by the Chiriguanos. For this reason the latter

call them tapiii, slaves, while the Chaneses addresses a Chiriguano as

cheya, '
' my master.

> >2

The Charuas and Querandies.

Acarete du Biscay, writing in 1658, says, " The country on the

north side of the river de la Plata is inhabited by none but savages

called Charruas.''^^

A wild, nomadic, equestrian nation of this name roamed over

the same territory a century later and are described by Father

Gaetano Cattaneo as intractable to the best efforts of the mission-

aries.^

Finally, about 1832, they were destroyed, as a tribe, by the

whites, though probably individuals of them survived the assaults.

They appear to have extended north as far as 30° and to have

occupied most of the area of Uruguay and parts of the Brazilian

province of Rio Grande do Sul.

The linguistic affiliation of this extended people has not been

discovered.

They are believed by I.afone Quevedo to have belonged to the

Guaycuru stock, ^ but their name, which is Guarani {cJie, my,

^ F. Ameghino, La Antiguedad del Hombre eji el Plata ^ Tome i, Cap. viii.

Other evidence is in the « Repartimiento," of 1582, published by Outes ; op.

cit. App, 3 ; but I do not signify this distribution of the Guaranis, as it seems to

have been effected by the Spaniards.

2 El Colegio Franciscano de Tarija y sas Misiones, p. 54 (Queracchi, 1884).

' Voyage to Buenos Aires, p. 28.

* His letters are appended to Muratori's // Cristianesimo Felice nel Para-

guai (ytmce, 1743).

^ In Bole tin del Instittito Geografico Argentino, 1894, p. 524.
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uara, men), may indicate that they were of that tongue.^ They

wore a peculiar labret. Following D'Orbigny and others, I placed

them in The American Race as a separate stock ; but now doubt

that this was correct. No authentic texts of their language is

known to me, but the elements of their culture, the place names of

their area, and the local appellations of plants and animals are de-

rived from the Tupi Guarani."^

In a monograph recently published, Senor Felix F. Outes has ur-

gently argued that Charuas of the left bank of the La Plata and

the Querandies (Carandies) of the right bank (near where the city

of Buenos Aires is now situated) both belonged to the Guaycuru

stock. ^ The latter extended as far north as the Rio Carcarana

(south latitude 32° 30'), where they adjoined the Quiloazas (Quil-

vazas). They wore the tembeta, and at the close of the sixteenth

century were allied with the Guaranis, after which period their

name disappears. Ameghino places them in the Guarani stock,

^

while Lafone Quevedo (ix) prefers to attach them to the Guay-

curus.

The only linguistic evidence extant lies in the proper names

which have been preserved. A notable peculiarity is the frequent

termination of the names of chieftains in the syllable pen ; thus

Ccespen, Pacaospen, Allapen^ Quemumphi, etc. This termination

does not occur in the Guaycuru, but is not uncommon in the Au-

canian (Araucanian) dialects, which also were spoken by the Pam-

pean tribes. In these the word pen means estate or property. It is

probably allied io gen, a suffix signifying rule, control or ownership.^

^ Lafone Quevedo (ix, p. 12) prefers to derive it from che, my, or to me, and

harti, hurtful, [cherdrzia, "lo que me hace dano," Ruiz), which would be ap-

plicable to enemies. He inclines to attach them to the Chaco stocks, although

he quotes Hervas, who had a catechism in it, ^to the effect that their tongue was

not related to the "idioms of the Paraguay."

2 See Von Ihering, in Verhandlungen der Berlmer Anthrop. Gesell,, 1889,

PP- 655-659.
3 Los Querandies, Contribucion al Estudio de la Etnograjia Argentina

(Buenos Aires, 1897).

^ F, Ameghino, op. cit.. Tom. i., Cap. xi.

5 Comp. Febres, Diccionario Araucano, s.v., and Haverstadt, Chiliditgu,

Section 285. The latter gives the example, incite -gen ovicha -gen. '« I am
owner or master of these sheep." It is both a suffix and prefix. As a suffix, it

often conveys the abstract sense of property or quality. Cf. Valdivia, Arte y
Gra7natica de la lengua del Reyno de Chile, pp. 41, 42.
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Moreover, when in 1580 the Spaniards routed the Querandies,

they fled not to the Guaycurus, but to the Ranqueles, whom they

must have regarded as their kinsmen. The Ranqueles, however,

are of Aucanian lineage and language.

I believe, therefore, that I was right in The American Race

(p. 323) in placing the Querandies in the Aucanian stock, an

opinion strengthened by the arguments of Burmeister from historic

a.nd archaeologic grounds.^

The Payaguas.

In my American Race I have counted this as one of the irreduci-

ble stocks of the Chaco, represented by the following tribes :

Agaces, on the Rio Paraguay.

Payaguas, near Santa Fe.

SarigueSy on middle Paraguay."

Sr. Lafone Quevedo maintains that the Payagua is of the same

stock as the Mocovi and Abipon, /'. <?., the Guaycuru (xi, p. xliii).

He bases this on a resemblance which he claims in the pronouns.

Von Martins denies that there was ever any specific tribe so

called. The name, he thinks, is from the Tupi, paracudhygoata,

*' a, swimmer of the Paraguay."^ But I believe it is simply the

word given by Ruiz y Montoy a, paraguaiguara, " the people of the

Paraguay."^

That some so called did belong to the Guaycuru stem will be

evident from a study of the following comparisons

:

Comparisoft of the Payagua with the Guaycuru Dialects.

PAYAGUA. GUAYCURU.

Beard, hyakd^yaka.

Bread, asyd, yacia.

Brother, yagoiid, yagiiba.

Child, duanat.

Moc, y-acca (my); Toba, yacalaue.

From yi.oQ..,asole^ maize.

'Yohz., yacaya (my).

Mbaya, niaajti (my).

1 See his article in the Verhandlungen of the Berlin Anthropological Society,

Bd. vii, p. 59.

2 The American Race, p. 316.

^ Ethnographic tend Sprachenkunde Amerikas, Bd. ii, p. 225.

* Vocabulario de la Lengtca Guarani, sub voce Paragua. On Arrowsmith's

map (1810), the Payaguas are located on the left bank of the Rio Paraguay at

the entrance of the Rio Pilcomayo; but I have found the locations of tribes on

that map of small value.
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PAYAGUA.

Ear, hyaheguada^ yaigua.

Eye, yatiqui.

Face, ignechogra.

Finger, kychangd, igutsan, ygchan.

Foot, hyboro^seiid, bo, ybagro.

Girl, lugandra.

Hand, siimajyd, imajd, inagchiac.

Head, yamagra.

Home, yaggo.

Moon, apajsa.

Mother, yoja-tisa.

Mouth, hyachdldi, yajalqtii.

Sun, is cabala.

Thigh, yejegd, yesigue.

Water, naaac, ueigh, gnayaque.

Women, emjira, elommi.

GUAYCURU.

Cad., na-pagate.

Abip., yatoete,

Abip., y-agic ; Moc, y-schih (my), ca-

ssigui (thy).

Toba, y-oganta, gohantd.

y[.oc.,y-ppia (my).

QdA.^yonard (daughter).

Toba, einacJi, eiJiak (left hand).

Abipon, yemag, neniag.

h\yv^oxi,yecqiii (my)/ Qz.^.,nilagadi,

Moc, appe (night) : Cad., aipainahi.

Moc, eyodo.

Cad., joladi.

Abip., nald.

Moc, uasayac, eva-gayacca.

Moc, aid (female).

But this identification must not be applied to all the Payaguas.

On various maps they will be found located along the great river

anywhere from S. latitude i8° to 32° ; and it is evident that tribes

of widely different linguistic affiliations were called by this generic

appellation.

For instance, m 1703, Father Neumann met the Payaguas on the

river about forty leagues above Asuncion, and these spoke Guarani,

as they called out to him :

^^Pe'e pemombaore camarada Buenos Aires viarupi^^ ("You were

with those who destroyed our friends at Buenos Aires ").

At that time they extended north as far as the Rio Tobati, where

they adjoined the Sinamecas.^

The Cacanas and Calchiquis.

Near the southwest corner of the map, I have placed within the

Quechua territory, the Cacanas and Dieguitas. In The Americaft

Race (p. 320), I have included these under the hypothetical " Cata-

marena " linguistic stock.

Wehave the positive statement of the early missionary, Alonso

de Barcena, that Calchaquis, Diaguitas and Cacanas, spoke the same

tongue, and that it was quite different from its neighbors ; but it

1 P. Juan P. Fernandez, Relacion Hisforial de los Indios Chiquitos, pp. 154,

158 (Madrid, 1726).
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has long been extinct and no specimen of it seems to have been

preserved.

At the time I wrote there was not a word positively identified as

of this stock ; and I must say the same now in spite of Lafone Que-

vedo's interesting essay (iii).

From various writers he collects the following as probably de-

rived from the Cacana tongue :

a, or -auy or -ao, village, a locative termination.

-aquin, ruler, chief.

caylle^ a serpent-like tracing on copper, an amulet.

•CO, termination meaning water, or watery.

-cocavi, pounded maize.

etija misajo, « bad head;" perhaps, enjam, head.

is, good, aco, not (Mataco, isajia, " not good ").

gasta, village, a locative termination.

hi, fire, light.

vil, locative termination.

y, his, their, pronominal suffix.

Of these words, the frequent termination gasta I believe, in spite

of the opinion of von Tschudi,^ is the Quechua llacta, in a Spanish

corruption ', and -a, or ao, resembles much the Quechuan locative

termination aui. The word cocavi, cooked or prepared maize,

reminds one of the Quechua chucuca, which means the same. The

idol or tracing of a serpent, caylle, may well have been that of the

old or big serpent, machii kay, of the Quechuas.^

Again, the title with which the Indians of Calchaqui saluted the

impostor, Inca Pedro Chamijo, was, according to Lozano, iitaqiii?i,

from which aquin in the above list is taken. But this is pure

Quechua, as Holguin gives chapaqquen as '^ Seilor de Indios."^

There is not sufficient evidence that this list offers any Cacana

1 Von Tschudi, in Verha7id. der Berliner Anthrop. Gesellschaft, 1885, p. 184.

A proof that it is from Quechua is that the same corruption is found in Chile, for

instance, Antofagasta. I have discussed this question at some length in my
Studies in South Airierican Native La}7gnages, pp. 54, 55 (Philadelphia, 1892).

2 See Holguin, Vocabulario de la Lengua Qquichtta, s. v. " Culebra " and

" Serpiente." Ambrosetti also is inclined to regard this symbol as of Peruvian

origin, representing the lightning snake and connected with the rains. See his

article, " El Simbolo de la Serpiente en la Alfareria funeraria de la region Cal-

chaqui," Bol, Inst. Geog. Argentino, 1896, pp. 219 sq.

^Elsewhere (xii, Sec. 12) Lafone Quevedo says, " Yo siempre he atribuido el

mismo origen etnico-linguistico a los Cacanes, Lules de Barcena y Guaycuru-

Abipones."
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words, and the problem of the tongue is still unsolved, unless we

agree, as I now incline, with the conclusion of Waitz,^ that it was

merely a corrupt dialect of the widely extended Quechua stock.

The evidence collected a third of a century ago by Vicente G.

Quesada points strongly in this direction.^ The Quechua was then

still spoken in the valleys of Catamarca and around Santiago del

Estero, Salta and Jujuy. Seven leagues from the city of Salta was

still pointed out the " great walls of the Inca," the remains of the

Inca huasi, '' the house of the Inca," about which in 1658 Acarete

du Biscay recorded the legend : "In the valley of Calchaqui was

the house of the last Incas of Peru, which was called the White

House ; and there was a great deal of treasure there which the

natives kept as a mark of their antient grandeur."^

While it is possible that at the Conquest some relics of an earlier

tongue remained, that generally spoken was Quechua. This was

said in so many words of the neighborhood of Cordova, in 1583,

by the Licentiate Cepeda, ** La gente de esta tierra hablan una

lengua que llaman Comechingona, y otra Zanavirona, aunque los

mas que sirven y entran y van hablando en la lengua general de

Piru."^

Other Unidentified Tribes.

There remain a number of tribes mentioned as populous and

important by the early writers, of some of whose idioms grammars

and dictionaries were constructed, whomwe cannot with certainty

assign to the stocks I have mentioned.

Thus, Father del Techo in his list of the Chaco tribes as known in

1628, names the Taimvice, who once occupied one hundred and

eighty-eight villages; the Teutce, and the Agotce} We have no

knowledge that the grammars of various of these tribes prepared by

Father Caspar Osorius (mentioned by Techo) have been preserved.^

^ Anthropologie der Naturvdlker, Bd. iv, p. 380.

2 See his article, " Apuntes sobre el Origen de la lengua quichua en Santiago

del Estero," printed in his volume, Estudios Historicos, Buenos Aires, 1863.

^ Acarete du Biscay, Voyage to Buenos Aires, p. 54 (London, 1 7 16).

^ Relaciones Geograficas de Indias, Peru, Tom. ii, App., p. x (Madrid,

1885).

^ Historia Provincice Paraquaride, Lib. viii, Cap. 5.

* Ren6-Moreno mentions in his Biblioteca Boliviana, p. 599, that at the be-

ginning of this century there existed in the Hbrary of the Pueblo de San

Ignacio, Province of Chiquito, an Arte de la lengua Guaycuru, one volume

quarto, MS. Possibly this is one of the works referred to in the text.


